The paper reports about a case study in algebraic specification. It describes TransLog, a transformation tool for pure Prolog programs. TransLog supports the interactive transformation of (a part of) a program. Six transformation steps are supported: unfolding, folding, goal definition, argument permutation (an instance of goal replacement), goal switching and definition elimination. As much as possible, pure Prolog semantics are preserved. The tool is equipped with navigation options, which allow the user to switch from the current program to another program in a transformation sequence.
Introduction
Program transformation is a technique used in software development. Execution by hand of a single transformation step already appears to be error-prone, even if the program is small. This makes tool support desirable. In this paper we present TransLog, a tool for the transformation of pure Prolog programs. Six basic transformation steps have been implemented: unfolding, folding, goal definition, argument permutation (an instance of goal replacement), goal switching and definition elimination. Furthermore, the tool is equipped with navigation options. These options allow the user to switch from the current program P i to the previous program P i,1 or the next program P i+1 (if present) in a transformation sequence P 0 : : : P i , 1 ; P i ; P i +1 ; : : : P n .
A transformation step is called correct with respect to a given semantics if the resulting program has the same semantics as the initial one. Most transformation steps have 'applicability conditions', which -in general-depend on the chosen semantics. We focus on the Prolog 'sequence of answer substitutions' semantics. So, order and multiplicity of answers do count.
The TransLog tool has been developed with the ASF+SDF Meta-environment ( [8] ). The algebraic specification technique is well-suited for specifying the operations that are required within the context of program transformation. There exist several other tools for the transformation of logic programs. We mention Spes ( [2] ), Transformer ( [1] ), PAL ( [9] ), Mixtus ( [15] ), Logimix ( [12] ), PADDY ( [14] ) and ECCE ( [7] ). Most of these tools have been implemented in Prolog. The advantages of Prolog-based systems are clear: the language is well-suited for the symbolic manipulations that are required, furthermore one gets syntax definition and unification for free. On the other hand, the ASF+SDF Meta-environment with its built-in parser, conditional equations, list matching properties and user interface primitives, constitutes a powerful programming environment for the specification of program transformations. We do not hold the opinion that one approach is definitely better than the other one. At several places in the paper we will pay attention to the (dis)advantages of the choice for the algebraic (ASF+SDF) approach.
The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section 2, we give an example of a transformation sequence in which a simple Prolog program is transformed into a more efficient program. In this section we also give an impression of what the TransLog tool looks like. The specification of the TransLog tool is presented in the Sections 3 to 7 at a global level, only two modules are discussed in more detail. The complete algebraic specification of the TransLog tool can Figure 1 : A TransLog window with the initial reverse program be found in [5] . In Section 8 some conclusions are listed. The paper does not contain an introduction to the theory of (logic) program transformation, nor an answer to the question how the TransLog tool relates to the various theoretical considerations. For the first subject the reader is referred to [18, 16, 13] . For the second subject, see [4] .
A transformation example
In the following example a program for list reversal is transformed into a more efficient version. The example serves as an informal introduction to most of the transformation steps that have been implemented in the TransLog tool. Figure 1 shows a TransLog window with the initial program. At the left side of the window ten buttons are present. Each button is related to a specific action on (a part of) the contents of the window. The upper six buttons are related to the six transformation steps. The Continue button is used in a dialogue. Dialogues are part of the Fold step and the Define step. The Previous and Next buttons represent the navigation options in a sequence of (transformed) programs. The Initialize button is used to start a transformation sequence.
The definition of the reverse predicate displayed in Fig. 1 implies two list traversals: one for the recursive definition of the reverse predicate, one for the append predicate. In a sequence of transformation steps we will transform this program into a more efficient program with one list traversal. For spatial reasons we will not display the complete TransLog window after each transformation step. All displayed clauses are produced by the TransLog tool.
As a first step towards a more efficient program we apply the define step to add to the program a clause defining a new predicate: revacc(Xs,Ys,Acc):-reverse(Xs,Rs),append(Rs,Acc,Ys).
The revacc predicate uses an accumulator: the third argument is supposed to contain the part of a list that has already been reversed. Next, we apply an unfold transformation step on the goal reverse(Xs,Rs) in the body of this clause. The goal reverse(Xs,Rs) is replaced by the body of a clause of which the head unifies with reverse(Xs,Rs). Informally stated: a goal in the body of a clause is replaced by its 'definition'. As the goal reverse(Xs,Rs) unifies with the head of both defining clauses for the reverse predicate, we get two new clauses for the revacc predicate. In order to avoid identification of distinct variables, the variable Rs from the second reverse clause has been renamed to Rs n. When we apply the unfold transformation step to the append goal in the first clause listed above, this clause simplifies to: The body of the first append clause is empty, so the append goal in the body of the revacc clause vanishes. Some predicates represent an associative operation. This holds for the append predicate: appending the lists L1 and L2 to a list R12, followed by appending R12 and L3, yields the same result as appending L2 and L3 to a list R23, followed by appending L1 and R23. So we have that the two sequences of goals append(L1,L2,R12),append(R12,L3,R123) and append(L2,L3,R23),append(L1,R23,R123) are equivalent. This equivalence corresponds with the AssocPerm transformation step in which the predicate arguments are permuted. We apply this transformation to the append goals in the second clause of the revacc predicate. We get: The body of this clause shows a close resemblance with the body of the original defining clause for the revacc predicate. We now apply a fold transformation step. Informally stated, this transformation step is the inverse operation of the unfold transformation step. A sequence of goals in the body of a clause (unifiable with the body of another clause) is replaced by a single goal (the head of that other clause, modulo some variable substitutions). We get:
We also apply a fold step on the second reverse clause:
With a CleanUp transformation step we remove all clauses that are not 'reachable' from the reverse clauses. We are left with the program that is displayed in Figure 2 . The revacc predicate is recursively defined. The reverse predicate is defined in terms of the revacc predicate. In the definition of this predicate a list is traversed only once. The append predicate is not needed any more and has been removed from the program.
TransLog specification outline
The ASF+SDF specification of TransLog consists of twenty-three modules. In this paper we present the specification at a global level. Only a few interesting parts are completely displayed and discussed. This section describes the global structure of the specification. The set of TransLog modules can be divided in five subsets:
1. Basic modules. These modules contain some elementary specification of layout characters and booleans. They are present in almost every ASF+SDF specification. We pay no attention to these modules.
2. Syntax modules. The Prolog syntax is specified in two modules. The TransLog specification uses a number of functions on (a part of) a Prolog program. These functions are grouped in four more syntax modules. The syntax specification is discussed in Section 4.
3. Unification modules. The unification of Prolog terms is a basic operation in the TransLog specification. Three modules are concerned with unification. The specification of the unification part is discussed in Section 5.
4. Transformation modules. Each of the six TransLog transformation steps is specified in a separate module. In Section 6 we present the Unfold and Fold modules up to some detail. The modules related to the other transformation steps are briefly discussed.
5. User interface modules. The TransLog user interface is specified in five modules. They are discussed in Section 7.
Syntax
The TransLog tool operates on Prolog programs that are written in the Edinburgh syntax. The syntax definition is based on the SICStus Prolog manual ( [17] ). The SDF definition does not cover the complete Prolog syntax, but is merely a relevant subset:
Only integer numbers are defined. Floating point numbers, binary numbers, octal numbers and hexadecimal numbers will not be recognized by the TransLog tool.
Not all symbol-characters are allowed. A subset, directed to the definition of arithmetic operators, is specified.
A semicolon between two goals (disjunction) is not defined.
Infix notation of a predicate with two arguments (e.g. "X is 5") is defined. However, no priorities are defined on various built-in operators. This means that terms like "X is 3+2" are ambiguous. This ambiguity has to be solved by the user.
In Prolog a list can be denoted in different ways, e.g. a; b; c and a j b; c . In the TransLog specification a function is defined that rewrites all list terms to a cons-list: a full stop atom with two arguments, the first element of the list and a list with the remaining arguments. The same function is used to normalize a term with an infix operator to prefix notation. This normalization function is specified for efficiency reasons: by first normalizing a term to the normal form atom(termlist), for many operations on this kind of terms the number of equations is significantly reduced. Furthermore, the syntax part of the TransLog specification contains a number of basic functions on Prolog terms and programs. They can be grouped in four subsets:
Boolean functions to test a property of a certain term: Is a term a variable, an integer? Is a list empty? etc.
A boolean function to check the syntax of a Prolog program. It should be noticed that the correctness of the lexical syntax of Prolog terms and the basic syntax of a Prolog program is already guaranteed for any term of the sort PROGRAM. The function syntaxCheck only checks if a term is allowed as the head of a clause or as a goal in the body of a clause.
Functions that remove a clause from a program, add a clause to a program, isolate the head of a clause, etc.
For a correct Fold transformation step labeling of goals in the body of a clause is required. A set of functions is provided that add a label to a term, remove a label from a term or change the label of a term.
A transformation tool that is implemented in Prolog itself will have most of the syntax part 'for free'. However, the specification of the Prolog syntax in ASF+SDF is rather straightforward, as is the specification of the functions listed above. Therefore, we have not experienced the extra effort as a serious drawback.
Unification
The unification of two Prolog terms plays an important role in several transformation steps. The TransLog specification of unification is based on the Martelli-Montanari unification algorithm [11] . This algorithm has a set of equations T 1 = T 2 as input. In a number of steps this set is transformed in a new set of equations. When no more steps can be executed (and no failure is detected), the final set contains the most general unifier (mgu) of T 1 and T 2 . The output of the TransLog unification function is not this set of equations, but a sequence of substitutions V 7 ! T , or a failure. This shows what this function is needed for: the resulting substitutions can be applied to clauses, clause bodies, terms, etc.
The unification part of the TransLog specification consists of three modules. Besides the unification algorithm, also the syntax of Prolog term equations and the effect of substitutions on Prolog terms is specified in these modules. A function mgu produces a sequence of substitutions. In the specification a substitution on a construct C is denoted by C i S , with i an identifier indicating on which construct a substitution is supposed to be performed (t for term, tl for term-list, es for equation sequence, etc.). S denotes a sequence of substitutions.
There exist similar unification specifications within the context of ASF+SDF, see e.g. Chapter 5 of [19] .
The specification of the unification part of TransLog is rather straightforward. The specification of the unification function is close to the definition of the Martelli-Montanari unification algorithm.
Transformation steps
The TransLog tool offers six transformation steps for Prolog programs: unfold, fold, define, associativity permutation, goal switching and program clean up. Each transformation step is specified in a separate module. In this paper we present the core of the two most interesting modules, the Unfold module and the Fold module. The other modules are briefly discussed.
Unfold
Within the context of Prolog semantics two particular unfold transformation steps are semantics preserving (cf. [13] ):
1. Leftmost unfolding. The unfold transformation is applied to the leftmost goal in the body of the unfolded clause.
Deterministic non-left-propagating unfolding.
There exists one unfolding clause. No undesirable variable substitutions propagate to the head of the unfolded clause or the goal(s) left of the unfolded goal in the body of the clause.
Unfolding the leftmost goal of a body is always allowed. In case of non-leftmost unfolding, determinism (the presence of at most one unfolding clause) is needed in order to maintain the order of the computed answers. Left-propagation of variable substitutions in body goals is forbidden, because the termination properties of a program may change. For example, let P 0 be the following program:
Unfolding r(X) in the first clause results in the program P 1 :
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The query "?-p(X)" is non-terminating for P 0 , for P 1 the same query immediately fails.
The following algorithm implements the unfold transformation step. Let C = T 0 :-T ; T ; T 0 : be the unfolded clause.
Let T be the body goal to-be-unfolded. Let P be the current program. The unfold transformation step is defined as follows:
for all clauses C 0 in the program P :
if headC 0 unifies with T (mgu(headC 0 ; T = ; 6 =fail)
then if the applicability conditions are satisfied then construct a variant of C 0 with no variables in common with C construct a resolvent of C : C 00 = T 0 :-T ; body variant of C 0 ; T 0 :
add C 00 to the resulting clause(s) else the result is an error message if the result is an error message then return this message else in P replace C by the resulting clause(s).
We now turn to the algebraic specification of this algorithm in the module Unfold. We present the equations that represent the core of the algorithm given above. The 'work' is done by the function unfoldResult. This function has three arguments: the current (labeled) program, the body goal to-be-unfolded and the (labeled) clause that holds this body goal. The function outputs either the clauses that have to be added to the program as the result of the unfold operation, or an error message in case the applicability conditions are not satisfied. In the first case in the current program the unfolded clause is replaced by the new clause(s), in the second case only an error message is returned. See Section 7 for more details concerning error messages. For performance reasons the equations below are written in a specification style in which the number of conditions is minimized. This style enlarges the number of (equations for) help-functions (the functions unf1 to unf4 in the equations below).
The leftmostUnfoldT; LC = true unf2LC 0 LC ; T; LC = la-addcpresolventLC 0 ; T; LC; unfoldResultLC ; T; LC Otherwise, the conditions concerning deterministic unfolding and non-left propagating unfolding are checked. If one of these conditions is not satisfied, an error message is returned. If both conditions are satisfied, the resulting clause is constructed and returned as the result of the function unfoldResult.
leftmostUnfoldT; LC = false unf2LC 0 LC ; T; LC = unf3LC 0 LC ; T; LC noMoreUclausesT; LC = true unf3LC 0 LC ; T; LC = unf4LC 0 ; T; LC noMoreUclausesT; LC = false unf3LC 0 LC ; T; LC = set-labelel; standard derrorm mgu-nvT; lheadLC 0 = S, isVariantT; LC; S = true, resolventLC 0 ; T; LC = LC 00 unf4LC 0 ; T; LC = LC 00 mgu-nvT; lheadLC 0 = S, isVariantT; LC; S = false unf4LC 0 ; T; LC = set-labelel; standard verrorm
The boolean functions leftmostUnfold, noMoreUclauses and isVariant check the applicability conditions. The definition of these functions is straightforward.
Fold
The applicability conditions for a fold transformation step are very complex. Following Pettorossi and Proietti, the TransLog tool applies Tamaki & Sato folding ( [18] ). This folding puts some restrictions on multiple occurrences of variables and the predicate symbol in the head of the folding clause. For preservation of Prolog semantics it is furthermore required that a folding step either is reversible, or, in case the head of the folded clause is a new predicate 1 , the leftmost body goal of the folded clause is labeled fold-allowing. A folding step is reversible if the folding clause is in the same program P i as the folded clause and these clauses do not coincide. (So, an unfold step in the resulting program P i+1 may result in the program P i again.) According to the second condition, body goals are labeled fold-allowing or not-fold-allowing. Initially, the body goals of P 0 are labeled fold-allowing. A transformation step may change the label of a body goal. See [13] for details.
The following algorithm implements the fold transformation step.
Let C = T :-T ; T + ; T 0 : be the folded clause. Let T + be the body goals to-be-folded. Let P be the current program, The fold algorithm has been implemented in a set of conditional equations. As with the unfold transformation step, we only present the equations that specify the core of the algorithm.
The function fold has five arguments: the number of body goals to-be-folded (stored in a term T ), the first body goal of the sequence of body-goals to-be-folded T 0 , the folded clause C, the program P new with the clauses resulting from define transformation steps (LP ), and the current (labeled) program LP 0 . After selection of the appropriate part of the body of the folded clause, reversible folding is tried first.
selectBodyPartT; T 0 ; C = T + foldT; T 0 ; C; LP; LP 0 = revFoldT + ; C; LP; LP 0
This means that the current program (stripped from its labels and without the folded clause) is searched for a folding clause. If this clause is found, a variant of this clause is subjected to further investigations. If not, clauses from P new are investigated with the function newFold.
strip-labelLP 0 = P , removecpC; P = P 0 , foldingClauseT + ; P 0 = C 0 , C 0 6 = 'fail' :, variantCC 0 ; C = C 00 revFoldT + ; C; LP; LP 0 = r d1T + ; C; C 00 ; LP; LP 0 revFoldT + ; C; LP; LP 0 = newFoldT + ; C; LP; LP 0 otherwise n d3T + ; C; C 0 ; LP; LP 0 ; S = set-labelel; standard f4errorm otherwise
Other transformation steps
In the remainder of this section we give a brief description of the other transformation modules.
A new clause (predicate definition) can be added to a program by the define transformation step. This step is specified in the module Define. Several checks are performed before a new clause is added to the current program. First, the syntax is checked. If this check fails, an error message is returned instead of a new program. Next, it is checked if the predicate defined in the new clause indeed is a new predicate: it should not already have been defined in the current program or in previously defined new clauses. Finally, the new clause has to be non-recursive. Before the new clause is added to the program its body goals are labeled not-fold-allowing.
The replacement of the goal sequence p(A,B,E),p(E,C,D)' by the sequence 'p(B,C,F),p(A,F,D)' is specified in the module AssocPermutation. It is supposed that the predicate p represents an associative operation, defined with recursion on its first argument (like the append predicate). For this transformation we look at predicates with arity 3, of which an operation on the first two arguments produces the third argument. Sometimes, as with list concatenation, the inverse operation mode is also possible: given the third argument, extract the first two arguments. This leads to two modes of operation: the 'i,i,o' mode and the 'o,o,i' mode (with 'i' for input argument and 'o' for output argument). Both modes have been implemented in the TransLog tool.
The AssocPerm transformation step is an instance of a goal replacement step. In general the validity of a goal replacement step is undecidable. In the TransLog tool no applicability conditions are checked. The user has to be aware of the fact that this transformation step is not semantics preserving in all cases.
While preparing the body of a clause for a certain transformation step (folding, associativity permutation), it may be required to switch the order of two adjacent body goals. This is a potentially dangerous operation, because of shared variables or changing termination properties. However, the switching step is needed in many examples. Therefore, we have incorporated this transformation step in the TransLog tool.
At the end of a transformation sequence the current program often contains several clauses that are of no use any more. They are not reached from the clauses that contain the definition of relevant predicates. Therefore, they safely can be removed.
In the module CleanUp a transformation step with the same name has been implemented as semantics preserving with respect to a particular selected predicate. The clause(s) defining this predicate, as well as the clauses defining the predicates that can be reached from these clauses, are not removed from the program by a CleanUp transformation step. All other clauses are removed.
The specification of the transformation steps represents the core of the TransLog tool. The list-matching properties and conditional equations make the ASF+SDF formalism very suitable for this job. However, a critical remark is in order. Like every 'declarative' formalism, ASF+SDF lacks the notion of state variables. So, it is not possible to (temporary) store the result of a computation. This induces a specification style in which results have to be computed twice or are carried along as function parameters, leading to functions with many parameters. The equations presented in this section illustrate this point.
User interface
In the design of the TransLog tool a choice has been made for a 'select-and-click' user interface. The execution of a transformation step includes the selection of an expression (program, clause, goal), followed by clicking on a button that represents a transformation step. The folding and goal definition transformation steps require some additional editing. The specification of the user interface comprises 1. The storage of a transformation sequence P 0 : : : P n .
2. The displaying of an error message when necessary.
3. The 'definition' of the user buttons.
In this section we will briefly discuss these items.
The TransLog tool offers navigation options with respect to a sequence of transformed programs. Therefore, during the process of transforming an initial program P 0 the intermediate results (labeled programs) have to be stored somewhere.
Before displaying a program in a TransLog term-window, the labels are stripped from the program.
As ASF+SDF does not offer 'state variables', a program cannot be stored in a global variable during a sequence of transformation steps. We have chosen to store a program sequence in two separate ASF+SDF term-windows. Suppose, we have a transformation sequence P 0 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P i ; : : : ; P n , with P i the current program that is displayed in the TransLog window. One storage window contains the 'past and presence' of the sequence: the programs P 0 ; P 1 ; : : : ; P i .
The other storage window contains the 'future' of the sequence: the programs P i+1 ; : : : ; P n . In case i = n, the second window is empty. The two-window solution has been chosen because of its 'efficiency': after a transformation step the new program is appended at the end of a sequence of programs, instead of inserted somewhere in a sequence. The two storage windows are created by clicking on the Initialize button at the beginning of a transformation sequence. Their contents are of no interest for a user.
If a transformation step is not allowed an error message is displayed in the TransLog window. The choice has been made to give an error message the syntax of a Prolog program (clause). This makes it easy to present an error message in a program window. Error messages are defined as unit clauses: a quoted atom, followed by a full stop. All error messages have the same first line, the unit clause 'The selected transformation is not allowed'.. A second line explains why, e.g. 'No deterministic unfolding of non-left body term possible'., or 'T&S conditions fail on folding clause from Pnew'..
The ten buttons at the left side of a TransLog program window have been defined in a script written in the specialpurpose language SEAL ( [10] ). SEAL offers the opportunity to enable/disable a button according to a condition that is based on the actual contents of (a part of) the TransLog window. These button conditions are specified in boolean ASF+SDF functions. It would have been possible to include in these functions the complete set of applicability conditions for all transformation steps. In that case a button would only be enabled if the transformation step is allowed. We have chosen not to follow this approach, for three reasons:
1. While determining the outcome of the applicability conditions, a lot of 'computations' have to be performed which are also useful for the required transformation step (e.g. the computation of an mgu). If we separate the test on the conditions from the execution of a transformation step, we will have to perform this kind of computations twice. In case of integration of the test and the transformation step, in most cases the computation is required only once.
2. By integrating the test on conditions and the execution of a transformation step it is possible to return a to-thepoint error message instead of a transformed program. If the conditions are checked before enabling/disabling a button, this is not possible.
3. Evaluating the applicability conditions for all transformation steps requires a considerable amount of time. This means that after every update of the TransLog term-window -when the system re-evaluates the button conditionsthe user will have to wait. We have chosen to avoid this delay.
The contents of the TransLog term-window (displaying the actual program in a transformation sequence) are 'prettyprinted', so they are presented to the user in a readable format. To this extent a separate pretty-printer has been defined, using the tools described in [3] .
The design and implementation of the user interface part of the TransLog tool has been a rather complicated job. Both the storage of a program sequence and the definition of the button conditions were non-trivial problems. The twowindow solution of the storage problem is rather artificial. Although SEAL is a more or less imperative language, the scope of an assignment is restricted to the definition of a single button. A global assignment would have solved the storage problem in a more elegant way.
Concluding remarks
We summarize the conclusions drawn at the end of the previous sections. Furthermore, we mention some topics for future research. Most of the existing transformation tools for logic programs have been implemented in Prolog. The advantages are clear: no syntax definition is needed, basic operations like unification are 'for free'. In our experience, on this point the algebraic approach of ASF+SDF is not really at a disadvantage. The SDF syntax definition is small and simple (also due to the simple syntax of Prolog). With respect to the extension of the syntax with 'labeled programs' (as needed for a folding step), an explicit syntax specification is an advantage.
With its conditional equations and list matching properties, ASF+SDF is very suitable for the specification of (conditional) transformation steps on programs. A few critical remarks: due to the absence of state variables in an algebraic specification, intermediate results cannot be stored for later use. This implies that some computations have to be performed more than once, e.g. in the evaluation of a condition and in the computation of a result. We notice that similar conclusions can be found in [6] .
Compared to other transformation tools TransLog is small, both in its lines of code (23 modules with about 325 equations) and its functionality. What is lacking most is a more or less automatized 'transformation strategy'. In the example given in Section 2, the user is responsible for the sequence of selected transformation steps. This selection process can more or less be automatized in an incorporated transformation strategy. For a general unfold/fold transformation system (like TransLog), this is not simple, further research will be needed.
The performance of the TransLog tool can be characterized as satisfying. The execution of a single transformation step takes a few seconds on a fast machine. We emphasize that performance has not been a major topic in the design of the TransLog tool.
